
TYPE 310 OSCILLOSCOPE 

SUGGESTED FACTORY CALIBRATION PROCEDURE (applicable to inetruments after S/N 314) 

Preset front-panel controls as follows:* 

PWR--OFF. 
INTENSITY--CCW. 
TRIGGER (black)--+INT. 
TRIGGER (red)--AC. 
TIME DIV (black)--100 µsec. 
TIME DIV (red)--CW. 
TRIG. LEVEL--MS. 
STABILITY--CCW. 

MAG.-Xl. 
CALIBRATOR--OFF. 
HORIZ. POSITION-MS. 
VERT. POSITION-MS. 
AC-DC.-AC. 
VOLTS DIV (black)--0.1. 
VOLTS DIV (red)-CW. 

Preset SWEEP LENGTH internal screwdriver-slot control to MS. (This control 
ie situated at the lower left-hand side of the oscilloscope.) Preset ADJ HV con
trol (on high-voltage supply printed-circuit board) to COW. 

Preset these capacitors to MS: Cl75B (on TIME/DIV switch); C205 (behind 
TIME/DIV switch); C213 (behind C205). 

Check the resistances to ground of the low-voltage power supplies. ( While

no tolerances are specified, it may be stated as a guide that these resistances 
generally are about 10,000 ohms for the -150-volt supply; 12,000 ohms for the 
+100-volt supply; and 16,000 ohms for the +300-volt supply.) After the check of
resistances to ground, make a check for short circuits between supplies.

Carry out the following calibration procedure: 

1. To check low-voltage power-supply operation.-
. 

!.• Apply primary ac power. Tum PWR switch on. Give a quick check to each
low-voltage supply to determinethat it is delivering approximately its 
rated voltage. This quick check helps to reveal overloads or other gross 
ir;regularities in operation. 

£• Set the -150 V ADJ control (at front right-hand side of oscilloscope) for 
correct output voltage from the -150-volt supply. 

£• Determine that the low-voltarn �upplies deliver voltages which are con
stant within 2% as the line voltage is varied from 105 to 125 volts. (Usu
ally the voltages remain constant within much less than the 2% figure.) 

!!• The positive 100- and JOO-volt supplies should check within ±3% of their 
rated values, when a line voltage of 117 volts is used. 

!• Use a line voltage of 117 volts. Set the Type 531 test oscilloscope for 
l millisec/cm X5 sweep speed. Using the 53B plug-in unit, set the VOLTS/CM
control for 0.01 volts/cm. Using a 2X probe, detennine that the ripple
does not exceed 10 mv on any low-voltage supply in the oscilloscope under
test. The predominant ripple frequency should be 120 cps, as evidenced

*Front-panel controls are indicated by UNDERLINED CAPITALS. Internal adjustments
are indicated by PLAIN CAPITAIS. These abbreviations are used: CW, clockwise;
CCW, counter-clockwise.
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